SLINGSHOT

We are pleased to
partner with Slingshot
to bring you the
second edition of
the Slingshot Guide:
Chicago, which
highlights innovative
organizations in and
around Chicago.

Introduction

W

e are pleased to partner with Slingshot
to bring you the second edition of the
Slingshot Guide: Chicago, which highlights
innovative organizations in and around Chicago.
As you will read, Jewish life across Chicago is
bustling, and we are thrilled to showcase 20
organizations and projects in the pages of this
guide. Since the publication of our first edition of the
Slingshot Guide: Chicago, we have seen an increase
in innovation throughout the Chicago Jewish
community and are delighted to highlight even
more organizations and projects this time around.
It is our hope that you will be inspired to learn
more, and we encourage you to visit these
organizations’ websites, go to their activities, and
support them financially. Join us in celebration and
help Jewish life continue to thrive in Chicago!
Lesley Said Matsa
Program Officer,
Crown Family Philanthropies
Suzanne Knoll
Program Officer,
Jack and Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund
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elcome to the 2018 Chicago edition of
Slingshot. I am thrilled to present this
guide highlighting a region that continues
to be at the forefront of Jewish innovation.
The landscape of Jewish innovation is
thriving all across our country in vibrant
communities like this one. This edition is
a true testament to the funders of Jewish
life in Chicago, who share our vision for
the community. I am deeply grateful that
they continue to invest in a Jewish future
rooted in passion and possibility.
Throughout these pages, you will
encounter some of the most forwardthinking organizations in Chicago’s
Jewish life. They are responding to urgent
challenges and offering new ways to build
a diverse and dynamic Jewish future.
Chicago’s Jewish innovators and funders
exemplify how Jewish life is flourishing.
Thirteen years ago, a group of Jewish young
philanthropists proposed publishing a guide
to celebrate innovation in Jewish life. As
we celebrate our 13th year of producing
the Slingshot guide, we are delighted that
local Jewish communities are embracing
this work with great enthusiasm.

In this second Slingshot guide for Chicago,
the groups we feature continue to raise the
bar for Jewish innovation. From organizations
founded in response to a local need to
national organizations that are now thriving
in Chicago, our guide celebrates a vibrant
community that is influencing local issues
in creative and groundbreaking ways.
I hope that you will use this guide to deepen
your connection to Jewish life in Chicago
and find something that excites you. I
encourage you to get involved with one of
these groups. Your support will strengthen
the community. And your engagement
with any of these wonderful programs will
open up endless possibilities for you.
Thank you for your interest! I look forward
to hearing your feedback about this
second Chicago edition of Slingshot.
Stefanie Rhodes
Executive Director, Slingshot

We hope you find this
tool useful, not only
for understanding
our methodology but
for your own work.

Methodology

S

lingshot has used the same methodology for
each one of our Slingshot Guides, and in 2017
we introduced a new tool to the field. With the
understanding that every organization has its own
unique journey, we asked applicants to apply for
inclusion in the guide based on one of three broad life
stages: start-up, mezzanine, or legacy. After selecting
their category, organizations received an application
that asked stage-specific questions. Evaluators then
reviewed the application, using criteria outlined for
each of the life stages. They took into account the
challenges and opportunities present at each stage:
As organizations mature, what are the greatest
barriers to success? How does a successful startup mature while maintaining its innovative approach
to Jewish life? How do mezzanine organizations set
up systems to ensure success without atrophying
into inflexibility? And how do legacy organizations
create a culture of risk-taking rather than one of risk
aversion? It is our belief that in order to best support
innovative organizations, we must understand their
struggles and support them on their continued
journey. We hope you find this tool useful, not only for
understanding our methodology but for your own work.

STEP 1: APPLICATION

Applications open for the upcoming
year’s guide in early fall. Organizations
and projects that serve a North American
audience and have been in existence for
a minimum of one year are eligible to
apply. Organizations are invited to apply
in one of three categories: start-up,
mezzanine, or legacy, based on their
organizational life stage.

INNOVATION
IMPACT
STRONG LEADERSHIP
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

180

Applications

107

Evaluators

STEP 2: EVALUATION

Each application is read by multiple
evaluators, including one who is
familiar with the organization’s sector
and one who is not. The mix of
perspectives gives a well-balanced
review. Applicants are evaluated on
four selection criteria.

STEP 3: FINAL LIST

Qualitative and quantitative
evaluation data is reviewed for each
organization. This data determines
the final list of organizations to
be featured in the guide.

STEP 4: GUIDE PRODUCTION

Slingshot writers seek to capture the unique
character of each organization in profiles that
highlight their activities and innovations.

STEP 5: PUBLICATION
The guide is published
and released widely.

ORGANIZATIONAL LIFE STAGE
The adjacent chart outlines the three stages of organizational development
as we understand them.1 The stages can be broadly defined as:

Start-up
“A start-up organization is in its earliest
stages of development. It typically has
a founder with a vision or idea and has
just begun to establish a funding stream,
employee structure, business model,
and practices and approaches. Its
programming is highly experimental.”2
Start-up organizational challenges are
mostly foundational and focused on
survival, specifically around: funding, staff/
volunteer expertise; sustaining enthusiasm;
refining mission/vision; absence of
administrative and evaluation systems.
Mezzanine
“An organization is in the mezzanine phase
following its start-up phase. By this point,
the organization may have pilot tested its
organizational idea, documented outcomes,
and developed a written plan for growth,
but it has not yet achieved large geographic
scale or wide adoption. Sometimes known
as post-start-up, [these organizations]
have established a track record of funding,
engaged a set of people in defined roles,
formed a board, written a set of policies,
and defined its business model.”3
Mezzanine organizational challenges
deal mostly with sustainability, building
capacity, and obtaining funding to support
that work. Specific issues include: funding
for capacity, rather than programmatic

efforts; board transition from working/
volunteer focused to governance/
policy focused; onboarding staff with
expertise and merging with the longstanding generalist staff; maintaining
innovative culture; creating a theory of
change/strategic plan around data.
Legacy
Legacy organizations are “marked
by greater brand awareness—of the
organization and its programs and services.
The nonprofit is larger and has more
hierarchy, with clearly defined management
roles. In this stage, the fundraising program
has become more sophisticated, perhaps
including an endowment or planned
giving. The nonprofit has established
a strategic plan and is governed by a
more diverse board of directors.”4
Legacy organization challenges are
mostly focused on reducing stagnation,
encouraging risk-taking, and creating a
culture of innovation, specifically around
resistance to change; need for new
leadership (staff/lay); less touch points
with the core “client” demographic,
which creates misunderstandings
about what the community is/may
be looking for; and rigid systems.

 uch of the information in this chart and the stage descriptions is from From First Fruits to Abundant Harvest: Maximizing the Potential of Innovative
M
Jewish Start-Ups. Bikkurim,Wellspring Consulting.14 March 2012: http://www.bjpa.org/Publications/details.cfm?PublicationID=13781
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Thriving Throughout the Stages of a Nonprofit Organization. Pacific Continental Bank, 2011. https://www.therightbank.com/sites/www.therightbank.
com/files/files/Business%20Resources/White%20Papers/Nonprofit/white-paper-thriving-through-stages-of-nonprofits.pdf
1
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START-UP

MEZZANINE

LEGACY

0–7 years

8–19 years

20 years or more

Budget of under $1 million

Budget of $1 million to $3
million, diversified funding
base, and emergence of
formal fundraising efforts

Budget of more than $3
million, stable fundraising
operation, focus on
endowment and reserve
funding

Staff members are
volunteers or generalists.

Staff members have
more varied roles with
formal and specific job
descriptions, and staff
structures have taken
shape.

Staff is differentiated
and hired with specific
expertise in mind. Staff is
at saturation point.

Working board comprised
of friends/families of
founder

Diversified board, which
can provide “wealth,
wisdom, and work” and
has been recruited for
relevant professional
experience

Well-developed board
focused on sustaining
longevity of organization,
mainly focused on policy
and setting direction

Programs /
services

Successful pilots,
early signs of success,
resonance with target
audience

Increased participation,
increased number of
programs, measurable
growth coming from
demand from the market,
refinement of program
delivery

Core programs are well
designed and operating
at a high level, while longterm program planning
occurs and new programs
are being tried.

Systems

Few formal systems or
infrastructure

Administrative staff hired.
Staff space acquired.
Hardware acquired and
policies begin to form.

Formal departments,
owned or permanently
rented space,
administrative systems are
formal and stable.

Rudimentary evaluation
systems in place

Formal evaluation systems
take shape. Theory of
change created. Growth
plan or strategic plan
created and in place.

Formal evaluation system
with clear data to be
shown. New program
clearly relates to theory of
change or fits into strategic
plan.

Compelling mission/vision

Compelling mission/vision;
plus, theory of change or
logic model

Compelling mission/vision;
plus, theory of change or
logic model

Seen primarily for its
mission/ideas. Brand
recognition is just
beginning.

Organization regarded as
having expertise. Brand
recognition in service of
reaching new audiences.

Solid brand identity and
greater brand awareness

Early-stage partnerships
used to help gain
credibility and leverage
visibility

Strong asset as recognized
by peers. More and varied
partners.

Formal, long-term
partnerships established

Age
Finances

Staff

Governance

Evaluation /
impact

Mission /
vision
Visibility

Partnership

SELECTION CRITERIA
There are also differences between life stages within the Slingshot Guide selection
criteria. As innovation is inherently comparative, it manifests differently at each stage.
Therefore, evaluators were given both a broad definition of each selection criterion and
a specific life-stage-dependent one. The selection criteria are defined as follows:

Innovation
Innovation is a mode of operating, of finding
new ways to create impact. Innovative
organizations and programs are ones that
are able to act efficiently, adapt to current
demands in the community, and create new
models for achieving positive outcomes.
The drive for relevancy and impact is built
into their DNA.5 Innovative organizations
have a culture of perpetual improvement,
where calculated risk is in service of always
trying to do better. Innovation can be seen
through what the organization does (i.e.,
the programmatic tactics used to address
an unmet need) or how it is done (i.e., the
approach used to work with or on behalf
of its constituents). Innovation is different
at each life stage of an organization.
Start-up organizations are innovative
in why they were created. They are
groundbreaking, inventive, pioneering,
or creative in their response to
the changing needs of the Jewish
community and the world around it.

Impact
Impact considers how the organization/
project affects the attitudes and
behaviors of its constituents and
the Jewish community.
Start-up organizations have identified a
need and developed a compelling mission/
vision around addressing that need. They
have rudimentary systems to identify if
their programs/services are working but
may not have a formal evaluation process.
Mezzanine organizations have shown
proof of concept in addressing a specific
need and have a theory of change or
logic model that is guiding their work.
Evaluation systems are more mature, and
data is used to infuse growth plans.
Legacy organizations are implementing,
working through, or creating a strategic plan
around the program, with a specific focus
on target goals and measures for evaluating
impact. They are evaluating the viability of
the project for best practices and scalability.

Mezzanine organizations are innovative
because of their culture of constant
improvement. As they grow, they continue
to find new ways of doing business and
maintaining a thrust toward risk-taking.
Legacy organizations express innovation
through projects derived from established
structures and a willingness to try operating
in new or different ways to best address the
changing needs of the Jewish community.

5

Funding Jewish Innovation: A Resource Guide, 2011. https://www.jcfny.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/JCF_Innovation_Guide_eVersion.pdf

Strong Leadership in the Field
An organization with strong leadership
is a model for the field. It may possess a
strategy, an approach, or programmatic
content that could be replicable elsewhere
and/or that is elevating the work of its
peer organizations. Examples of strong
leadership are: The organization/project
may share resources, knowledge, or
best practices with the community;
may strategically partner with other
organizations; and/or serve to network or
convene similar organizations/projects.
Start-up organizations with strong
leadership have significant buzz around
them. Articles are written about them,
staff/lay leaders are asked to present on
the organization. Momentum is beginning
to build around their work, and partners
are beginning to come to the table.
Mezzanine organizations are
regarded as having expertise in the
field and have begun building brand
recognition among their peers.
Marketing plans begin to formalize.
Legacy organizations use their
brand recognition to help provide
leadership in the field around particular
issues. They have formal marketing
plans and structures in place.

Organizational Effectiveness
Otherwise known as a sound operation,
an effective organization is strategic
in the way it conducts business. It is
financially efficient and responsible
and has the appropriate infrastructure
(staff, board, volunteers) in order
to effectively serve its mission.
 tart-up organizations have a small
S
board whose primary role is to work
and is often but not always personally
connected to the founder; a small,
nimble, and multifunctional staff; and
a budget that is sufficient to cover the
operating costs of the organization.
Mezzanine organizations have grown
their board, which has more governance
responsibilities and professional expertise
within it; a staff with more differentiated
and specific roles; a larger budget; and a
diversified and increased funding base.
Legacy organizations have an established
board with formal committees and
roles and is primarily responsible for
ensure longevity and well-being of the
organization; staff is diversified and hired
for their programmatic expertise and
staff structures are more hierarchical;
and funding is stable and includes an
operating reserve or an endowment.

Start-up
organization

S

Mezzanine
organization

M

Legacy
organization

L
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A Wider Bridge

S M L

Building a movement
of LGBTQ people and
allies with strong interest
in and commitment to
supporting Israel and its
LGBTQ community
contact
Tyler Gregory
tyler@awiderbridge.org
866-288-5774
website
widerbridge.org
twitter
@awiderbridge
facebook
facebook.com/awiderbridge
snapchat
@awiderbridge
instagram
@awiderbridge
founded
2010
board chair
Bruce Maxwell
2017 expenses
$1,042,097
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Equality in Israel and equality for Israel guides A Wider
Bridge (AWB), an organization working to advance North
American LGBTQ understanding, engagement, and support
for Israel, so it can better advance social, political, and
cultural change. AWB believes Israel should be included
and treated with fairness in LGBTQ communities, by
local and national institutions, and within the community
of nations. To do this, the organization builds personal
rather than political relationships with Israel and LGBTQ
Israelis, providing leaders, organizations, and communities,
both in Israel and North America, with opportunities
for engagement, advocacy, and philanthropy.
In Chicago, AWB engages the local LGBTQ and Jewish
communities with programming and training, and brings
local Jewish and non-Jewish LGBTQ leaders on its LGBTQ
Leadership Missions. These 10-day trips to Israel engage
leaders in politics, journalism, and advocacy to experience
the country through an LGBTQ lens. More than 200 North
American LGBTQ leaders have visited Israel with AWB,
including a dozen from Chicago’s Jewish, African American,
and Latinx communities. AWB has also run more than
20 local programs across the Chicagoland area. Globally,
AWB’s digital magazine connects tens of thousands of
LGBTQ people with news, community, and the important
work of LGBTQ activism in Israel. This year, that outreach
helped it to mobilize 200 American Jewish leaders and
organizations to sign onto a letter calling for same-sex
adoption in Israel. AWB is also working to become a conduit
for philanthropic support for LGBTQ nongovernment
organizations, helping to raise tens of thousands of dollars
for Israeli LGBTQ NGOs, which support Israeli LGBTQ
youth, transgender people, Ethiopians, Arabs, and more.
AWB is combating the false choice presented to LGBTQ
Jews and allies that they must choose between their
Jewish/pro-Israel and LGBTQ identities and has created a
bridge to connect the fight for equality that spans the globe.

Avodah Chicago

S M L

Avodah, which ensures social-justice warriors are
prepared for battling the tough issues, was founded in
1998 by a group of rabbis and Jewish educators who
felt a disconnect between their Jewish lives and their
commitment to working for social change. They joined
forces to create the first and only Jewish Service Corps.
What started with nine young Jews in Brooklyn has
grown into a program engaging more than 70 individuals
every year in Chicago, New Orleans, New York City,
and Washington, D.C. The Jewish Service Corps is an
immersive experience for postcollege young people that
includes full-time work placement at local nonprofits,
communal living within a pluralistic Jewish framework,
and in-depth education on domestic poverty. After running
the Service Corps for many years, Avodah launched a
second program in 2014—the Justice Fellowship.

Training and supporting
emerging Jewish leaders
for social change, while
engaging the American
Jewish community in
learning and action
around issues of
domestic poverty

The fellowship is a nonresidential, nine-month leadership
development and community-building program that runs in
New York and Chicago. The fellowship helps early-career
Jewish adults make connections between social justice
and Judaism, get support to develop as effective leaders,
and continue in their work for justice long term. Avodah’s
supportive cohort, programming, and peer and professional
mentorship provide context for a fellow’s work and allow
fellows to network with the broader Avodah community.
Avodah’s robust and sophisticated fellowship curricula is
used beyond the program; it’s shared with bar and bat
mitzvah groups, synagogues, Hillels, and other Jewish
organizations. This past year Avodah Chicago cosponsored
Mishkan Chicago’s Social Justice Beit Midrash with the
Jewish Council on Urban Affairs. The program, which is
being used as a model for national expansion, brought
together Chicagoland residents to examine Jewish sources
on pressing social issues and facilitate deep thinking,
constructive debate, and greater facility with Jewish text.
Throughout Chicago, several corps members are placed
each year in service positions at organizations serving the
Jewish community. Avodah is achieving both a shift in
the way the American Jewish community engages in the
fight against poverty and how the community engages
with service, and it’s doing it big. It won’t be long before
its tikkun olam troops are making change nationwide.

twitter
@weareavodah

contact
Leah Greenblum
lgreenblum@avodah.net
321-750-3970
website
avodah.net

facebook
facebook.com/avodah
instagram
@weareavodah
founded
2006
board chair
Benetta Mansfield
2017 expenses
$589,868
project of
Avodah
parent org founded
1998
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Base

S M L

A growing movement of
young rabbinic couples
building pluralistic Jewish
communities out of their
homes through Shabbat
and holiday hospitality,
Jewish learning, and
community service
contact
Faith Leener
fleener@hillel.org
704-737-5880
website
basehillel.org
facebook
facebook.com/basebrooklyn
founded
2015
board chair
Tina Price
2017 expenses
$520,000
project of
Hillel International
Office of Innovation
parent org founded
1923
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Using the home as a convening point for Jewish religious
and communal life, Base ignites a growing network of
people (more than 3,000) that celebrate, learn, and serve
together. In an effort to increase Jewish engagement
among young adults, the young rabbinic couples of Base
open their homes for Shabbat, holidays, learning, and
community service. Chicago is the second city Base
opened, founding the Silverstein Base Hillel (SBH) in July
2016 to work with three main populations: commuter
students on urban campuses, Chicago-area graduate
students, and recent college alumni. Base empowers
rabbis to embrace their traditional role but reimagine
what their “pulpit” looks like. Base rabbis are community
organizers, mentors, entrepreneurs, spiritual leaders,
neighbors, and friends, all in the service of reaching young
Jews outside of synagogues and in their own homes.
These relationships provide mentors and friends to help
young adults explore religion, ponder deep questions
about significant life choices, celebrate achievements,
and honor life’s inevitable losses and changes.
Base rabbis value the relationship building and intimacy that
come along with inviting the community into their home,
into their family, into their lives…and into their kitchens.
Regular in-home programing includes seders, holiday
parties, mezuzah-making workshops, Jewish music, intro
to Hebrew classes, and interfaith meals with Catholic and
Muslim neighbors. In Chicago, a weekly drop-in class has
engaged 83 people in Jewish learning since September.
Base rabbis are from across the denominational spectrum,
making Judaism accessible to a variety of people. This
broad-spectrum programming is working. In its first
year, SBH hosted 22 Shabbat dinners for undergraduate
students, fostered 16 Chicago community partnerships,
hosted monthly service volunteer projects, and partnered
with the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs, Mishkan
Chicago, and Repair the World on a monthly racial-justice
series. It also hosts a monthly series on women and
Judaism in partnership with Moishe House. While many
programs remove people from their daily lives and utilize
travel or movement to connect, Base focuses on helping
Jews find an anchor and a place to come home to.

Center for
Jewish Leadership

Rooted in the belief that great Jewish communities
need great leaders, the mission of the Center for Jewish
Leadership (CJL) is to transform Jewish life by cultivating
innovative approaches to leadership and enhancing the
abilities of Jewish professionals and lay leaders. The
CJL is housed in Chicago’s Spertus Institute for Jewish
Learning and Leadership, an accredited academic
institution that was founded as one of the five historic
Hebrew teachers’ colleges in 1924. The CJL, founded
in 2014, builds on this history and offers masters and
certification programs for Jewish leaders. Now, the CJL
is a premier Jewish leadership-training center for Jewish
professionals and lay leaders of Jewish organizations,
with more than 275 alumni of its programs.
The CJL is guided by two truths: Vibrant Jewish
communities are learning Jewish communities, and great
Jewish communities need great leaders. CJL offers local,
regional, national, and international programs, and includes
degrees and certificates, thought leadership symposia,
networking and collaboration programs, a lay leadership
academy, capacity-building workshops, development of
professional networks, and mentoring opportunities. To
ensure great Jewish communities have great leaders, CJL
is preparing for the predicted turnover at the most senior
levels by launching an MA program focused on new and
aspiring executives. CJL concentrates its work on its
hometown Jewish community. It’s trained more than 100
Chicago-based Jewish professionals through its MA in
Jewish professional studies and even more professionals
and lay leaders through its certificate in Jewish leadership
program. This past year CJL launched the Fundraisers
Forum, a three-part series providing new professional
development opportunities, and the Midwest Cohort of
the MA in Jewish professional studies. It also draws in
the community through its annual Jewish Community
Networking Night and an annual symposium. (The most
recent topic: “Ending the Gender Gap: Achieving the Power
of Workplace Equity.”) CJL faculty are leading thinkers
and scholars in the areas of Jewish leadership, education,
and studies, and its alumni will be the next generation of
leading thinkers who transform Jewish life professionally.

S M L

Transforming Jewish life
by cultivating innovative
approaches to leadership
and enhancing the
abilities of Jewish
professionals and
lay leaders
contact
Tal Rosen
trosen@spertus.edu
312-322-1707
website
spertus.edu
twitter
@spertus
facebook
facebook.com/spertus
instagram
@spertus
founded
2014
board chair
Peter Bensinger Jr.
2017 expenses
$704,483
project of
Spertus Institute for
Jewish Learning and Leadership
parent org founded
1924
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Honeymoon Israel

S M L

Highly subsidized,
immersive, nine-day trips
to Israel for disengaged
couples with at least one
Jewish partner that build
a strong community for
post-trip exploration
about the role Judaism
has—and can have—in
their lives
contact
Zach Pellis
chicago@honeymoonisrael.org
347-292-8809
website
honeymoonisrael.org
twitter
@honeymoonisrael.org
facebook
facebook.com/
honeymoonisraelfoundation
instagram
@honeymoonisrael
founded
2014
board chair
Joe Kanfer
2017 expenses
$5,100,000
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Think: Birthright but for committed couples. That’s the
basic idea of Honeymoon Israel, which offers highly
subsidized, immersive, nine-day trips to Israel for
disengaged couples with at least one Jewish partner.
Honeymoon Israel understands that as interfaith marriages
increase, more and more young Jews are disassociating
from Judaism. In an effort to engage these members of
the tribe and their partners, Honeymoon Israel curates
trips full of Jewish history and ritual, as well as fun,
adventure, and romance. (You should see how romantic
the sunset at Eilat is!) With the core belief that Judaism
should be a welcoming community for unaffiliated and
interfaith couples, Honeymoon Israel provides visits to
sites such as the Western Wall, the beaches of Tel Aviv,
and Jerusalem’s Old City—an experience that serves
as a jumping-off point to explore Judaism. After the
travelers return home from the Holy Land, the trip opens
up a dialogue about how and where Judaism and Jewish
life fit into the lives of the couples and their family.
Honeymoon Israel is the only national program designed to
work with young couples with at least one Jewish partner in
their first few years of marriage or a committed relationship,
and being the only one to tackle this issue has shown how
great a need for it there is. In just two years, Honeymoon
Israel has grown from two launch cities to 15 communities
including Chicago. Last year alone, the organization ran
three trips just for Chicago residents. Its dedicated Chicago
director of community engagement works diligently
with local partners to ensure that both trip cohorts and
individuals who were unable to get on a trip are engaged
in high-quality, curated programming. This opportunity
to explore Judaism with their guard down creates space
for meaningful Jewish choices. Yes, it’s unusual to go
on a group “honeymoon,” but visiting Israel with other
pairs connects couples to other local Jewish families,
providing a community to explore the tough questions
of Judaism with—both in Israel and back at home. Plus,
it gives participants new Shabbat dinner friends, bagel
brunch double dates, and possibly a few seder invites.

InterfaithFamily

InterfaithFamily (IFF) empowers people in interfaith
relationships—individuals, couples, families, and
children—to engage in Jewish life and make Jewish
choices, and encourages Jewish communities to
welcome them. Since 2000, 71 percent of non-Orthodox
Jews have married someone of a different religion,
and many of these couples have felt uncomfortable
in or disconnected from Jewish life. One couple
called IFF a “life preserver in a sea of uncertainty”
that navigating an interfaith relationship is. IFF offers
resources to couples and families in person and online,
and supports them by promoting acceptance in Jewish
organizations and institutions through cultural change.
Across the country and online at InterfaithFamily.com,
IFF provides a support system that might otherwise
not exist in homes, families, and synagogues. Its site
publishes information about life cycle events and
holidays, provides interfaith wedding advice and parenting
resources, and hosts online classes and a Jewish clergy
officiation referral service. In 2016, IFF/Chicago fielded
102 officiation requests, consulted with 172 individuals,
organized 921 encounters with individuals in Jewish
learning and community-building experiences, worked
with 125 participants in professional development training,
and participated in 15 meetings/programs of other
organizations. Offline, through the IFF/Your Community
Initiative, locally based rabbis and their teams connect
interfaith couples and families, help them find Jewish
clergy for their life cycle events, and build relationships
as trusted advisors. In Chicago, IFF has partnered with
several Jewish organizations and facilitates training for
professionals such as camp counselors and teachers to
understand their role in creating inclusive, sensitive, and
welcoming Jewish programs for interfaith families. IFF offers
tools to help create an individualized yearlong strategic
plan for inclusion, and its professional development
curriculum, webinars, online coaching sessions, and
in-person training assist organizations in creating culture
change. Welcoming and embracing people in interfaith
relationships contributes to Judaism’s enduring strength
and continuity. IFF is working hard to ensure Judaism gets
even stronger and endures for thousands more years.

S M L

Supporting interfaith
couples and families
exploring Jewish life and
community, and Jewish
leaders and organizations
that want to create
comfortable spaces
for them
contact
Jodi Bromberg
jodib@interfaithfamily.com
617-581-6804
website
interfaithfamily.com
twitter
@interfaithfam
facebook
facebook.com/interfaithfamily
founded
2001
board chair
Paul Cohen
2017 expenses
$3,183,613
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jBaby Chicago

S M L

Bringing together Jewish
and interfaith expectant
and new parents to
build friendships and
community, and engage in
meaningful and relevant
Jewish experiences
in Chicago
contact
Julie Brodsky
jbabychicago@juf.org
312-357-4907
website
juf.org/jbabychicago
facebook
facebook.com/jbabychicago
instagram
@jbabychicago
founded
2014
board chair
Michael Zaransky
2017 expenses
$450,000
project of
Jewish United Fund of
Metropolitan Chicago
parent org founded
1900
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jBaby Chicago was founded by a new mother to satisfy a
craving of new parents for friendship and authentic, quality
experiences in the Jewish community. The organization
helps Jewish and interfaith expectant and new parents
make connections, build community, and engage in Jewish
life in Chicago. It has supported more than 1,900 families
through sleepless nights, decisions about how to raise
their kids Jewishly, changing relationships, and postpartum
depression. The jBaby community creates connections
and friendships that set the path for families, because as
their babies grow and change, so do the interests of these
families. In turn, many go on to participate in existing Jewish
organizations and develop new Jewish social networks.
All new jBaby parents are welcomed to the community by
a trained parent ambassador who meets with them oneon-one and offers guidance, connections, and resources.
jBaby’s strategy and programming are driven by the
interests and needs of new parents. Currently, jBaby is
run primarily by its staff and ambassadors, but parents
are involved with planning and executing bundles of joyful
programs like playgroups, parent support groups, classes,
tot Shabbats, holiday events, and preschool tours. jBaby
hosts playgroups and events in locally owned play spaces
and uses the assets of Chicago to build its community.
It recently seeded 25 new offerings with Chicagoland
partners such as JCC Chicago, synagogues, and Jewish
preschools. There are now more than 100 new Jewish
opportunities that didn’t exist three years ago. This year,
jBaby is making an effort to go deeper with Jewish content.
It is facilitating parents’ exploration of what being Jewish
means to them beyond the desire to do it for their children.
True to its Chicago roots, jBaby measures its success
by the extent to which new parents find the local Jewish
community responsive to their needs and meaningful in
their lives. jBaby has birthed a new model when it comes
to engaging Jewish parents, setting the stage for more
ongoing involvement in Jewish life as a family grows.

Jewish Enrichment
Center

Kids run the classroom at the Jewish Enrichment Center
(JEC). The center believes that when children are cocreators
of dynamic Jewish life, it revolutionizes their learning. JEC
was started seven years ago by Chicago parents who
wanted to build an afterschool Jewish learning program
as high quality as their children’s secular schools. They
didn’t want just an upgrade to Hebrew school; they wanted
something new that inspired children and families to
recognize their power to change Judaism and the world.
Instead of presenting Judaism as static, JEC lets children
ask questions and develop the knowledge and confidence
to influence Judaism itself. The school is a laboratory—
open to experimentation, disruption, and innovation.
JEC offers full-service afterschool learning five days a
week, full days of Jewish enrichment when school is
closed, one-week camps, and summer programming.
This makes it logistically convenient for parents, but even
more important, JEC provides families with a personalized
connection to Judaism that teaches children text skills,
confidence, and creativity. JEC’s educational process for
children’s Torah exploration is set, but educators “step off
the ledge” with children three or four times a year, letting
children’s questions lead their learning. What does this
look like in practice? All children, ages 3 to 12, explore
the same theme, for 8 to 10 weeks, diving into Jewish text
with peers through play, conversation, sculpture, collage,
dress up, and dance. Hebrew learning is integrated into
the themes. Children reach their own interpretation of the
theme through an extended, creative project based on
their questions. Three times a year, JEC puts up a new
giant floor-to-ceiling installation of children’s ideas about
the theme. It’s public, so that adults can see their creation
and gather inspiration from their ideas about Judaism.
JEC is developing confident, empathetic children and
families with the knowledge, skills, and capacity to be
cocreators of Judaism. It’s inspiring other educational
centers with its model, and it trains educators on how
to partner with children so that a child’s individuality
matters to Judaism itself. JEC shows that what’s unusual
can still be acceptable, and its classroom technique
is a success for Jewish education and enrichment.

S M L

A trailblazing
educational approach to
Jewish children’s learning
in which the students are
cocreators of dynamic
Jewish life
contact
Rabbi Rebecca Milder
jewish.enrichment.center@gmail.com
773-234-9403
website
jewishenrichment.org
facebook
facebook.com/
jewish.enrichment.center
instagram
@jewishenrichmentcenter
founded
2011
board chair
Erica Benton
2017 expenses
$360,000
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Keshet: Special
Needs. Extraordinary
Opportunities.

S M L

Offering support
services and training
for individuals with
developmental disabilities
to help them live in their
community and function
as independently
as possible
contact
Dave Gendel
dave@keshet.org
847-205-1234
website
keshet.org
twitter
@keshetchicago
facebook
facebook.com/keshetchicago
snapchat
@keshetchicago
instagram
@keshetchicago
founded
1982
board chair
Shalom Klein
2017 expenses
$7,000,000
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Keshet: Special Needs. Extraordinary Opportunities. does
whatever is necessary to allow individuals with disabilities to
achieve their potential. In 1982, special-education programs
were sparse and not personalized to unique needs.
Frustrated families came together to share support and
experiences. Out of that grew Keshet, which now serves
over 600 individuals challenged by more than 50 different
developmental issues. It’s been on the forefront for years;
Keshet’s inclusion philosophy and practice were established
long before inclusion programming for individuals with
disabilities became standard. Keshet offers support services
and training for individuals with developmental disabilities
so they can acquire the living and social skills needed to
live within their community and function as independently
as possible. For toddlers to senior citizens and every age in
between, Keshet provides consistent, long-term programs
customized for each participant’s needs throughout their life.
Keshet’s mission is to enhance independence and
integration to optimize personal potential through support
at school, work, or home, and in the community through
residential, employment, social, and therapeutic services.
It has more than 70 host sites throughout the Chicago
area and surrounding states, including five preschools,
five Sunday school programs, four elementary schools,
two high school programs, two residential locations, 17
summer camps, and 30 work locations. With its reputation
and success, Keshet has become a consultant to other
organizations working to build inclusion into their programs.
Keshet addresses traditionally difficult institutional
challenges by facilitating the participation of people with
disabilities, lessening isolation of participants by having
participants age and move up together, and fundraising
to depend less on fluctuating government funding. My
Life, Keshet’s first community residence, is conveniently
located near employment opportunities, shopping,
transportation, recreation, and places of worship. Keshet’s
long-term plans include additional community residences
and more employment and vocational programs. Keshet
is mindful that giving participants too much service is
demeaning and disrespectful, and fosters dependence.
It strives to help people “just enough.” That approach
has created a community of more-independent people,
led by a strong organization that is doing so, so much.

Libenu Foundation

The Libenu Foundation, Hebrew for “our hearts,”
makes a heartfelt commitment to enable people with
disabilities to live their best lives and maximize their
self-determination in an inclusive community setting.
It provides person-centered opportunities for Jewish
children and adults with developmental disabilities to
live independent, meaningful lives, with dignity and
respect, as fully included members of the community.
Founded in 2010 Libenu provides residential, vocational,
social, recreational, and respite programs in Chicago.
Libenu provides inclusion-based, gold standards of care
in all of its residences, programs, social enterprises, and
partnerships. Its kosher, state-of-the-art residences serve
20 clients, 40 parents, 100 siblings, and 500 community
members, and it just opened a new home for women in
January 2018. Meals with Friends enables clients to join
their neighbors for Shabbat and holidays, as well as their
neurotypical peers for weekly social and recreational
activities. Libenu’s reach affects more than its residents;
it provides peace of mind for families and assurance that
their child’s future is secure. In conjunction with Jewish
Child & Family Services, Libenu provides afterschool care
for younger children with special needs and features a
Jewish curriculum in a nurturing environment. Libenu’s
vocational programming—Cupful’s of Love, featuring
residents’ artwork on hot cups sold to local Chicago
cafés, and Artisan Crafts, where clients make and sell
handmade goods—has served as a model for other
agencies looking to expand their own vocational service.
Libenu is an advocate for acceptance and inclusion,
and its work is spreading community awareness to the
Jewish people—both in our minds and “our hearts.”

S M L

Providing residential,
vocational, social,
recreational, and respite
programs for Jewish
children and adults
with disabilities
contact
info@libenufoundation.org
847-213-0514
website
libenu.org
twitter
@libenuchicago
facebook
facebook.com/libenufoundation
snapchat
@libenufdn
instagram
@libenu
founded
2010
board chair
Sharyl Ross
2017 expenses
$1,650,000
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Mishkan Chicago

S M L

An independent, postdenominational spiritual
community reclaiming
Judaism’s inspiration and
transformative essence
and bringing spirit,
song, and celebration to
places without a Jewish
institutional presence
contact
Rachel Cort
rachel@mishkanchicago.org
773-893-0613
website
mishkanchicago.org
twitter
@mishkanchicago
facebook
facebook.com/mishkanchicago
instagram
@mishkanchicago
founded
2011
board chair
Mark Achler
2017 expenses
$1,175,180
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The Torah describes the Mishkan as a tent ancient
Israelites carried with them through the desert, creating
holy space whenever and wherever they stopped to gather
in it. Thousands of years later, the members of Mishkan
Chicago are still a wandering people, using unconventional
spaces across Chicago to gather and worship. The
independent spiritual community (a cofounder of the
Jewish Emergent Network) is reimagining and reinvigorating
Judaism by engaging, educating, empowering, and
inspiring people through dynamic experiences of Jewish
prayer, music, learning, social activism, and community
building. Its signature services are large, high-energy
gatherings of 200-plus Chicagoans for Shabbat and every
major Jewish holiday that create accessible spaces for
spiritual, intellectual, and social connectivity.
What’s the secret sauce to the demographically diverse,
creative, and inspired membership? Mishkan hits the
sweet spot at the intersection of Jewish spirituality and
engagement work. It is radically inclusive and intentionally
accessible to people of all backgrounds, meeting people
where they are locationally, financially, socially, and
spiritually. It provides meditation alongside traditional
prayer, holds programs in diverse neighborhoods, makes
Judaism financially viable for young adults on a budget,
and “does Jewish” in ways that reach a multigenerational
audience. MishkanX allows community members to create
programs and initiatives, like intimate pop-up Shabbat
dinners. These volunteers help to create Jewish experiences
in neighborhoods across Chicago, most of which have
no organizational Jewish support. Mishkan partners with
more than 40 local and national institutions, ranging
from synagogues of all denominations and social-justice
organizations to local arts and performance groups. This
past year, its justice team formed key partnerships with four
organizations working to end social, racial, and economic
injustice. These groups include the Hebrew Immigrant Aid
Society, which helped Mishkan become the first Jewish
community in Chicago to resettle two refugee families from
Syria and Iraq and build the Refugee Welcome Team, and
the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs, with whom it works to
address local justice issues in Chicago. Mishkan’s members
may be wandering, but they are doing so with purpose.

Moishe House

Moishe House (MH) is “a place to learn how to be ‘youish’—
Jewish in a way that makes sense for you!” It gives Jewish
twentysomethings a place where they can define Jewish
community and Jewish identity on their own terms. The
community isn’t led by rabbis or educators; it’s led by
young people who build Jewish experiences for themselves
and their peers. MH has given young Jews the opportunity
to create their own version of a Jewish home and is shifting
how the Jewish community views twentysomethings and
young adult engagement. It emphasizes a do-it-yourself,
peer-to-peer engagement approach and empowers
young leaders to take ownership of their connection
to Judaism and the role it plays in their life. Started in
2006, Moishe House now claims 108 residences, each
led by three to five people who live together and host
one or two programs a week. Five of these houses are in
Chicago. Since the first Windy City residence opened, in
2007, nearly 2,000 low-barrier, peer-led Jewish programs
have engaged more than 29,000 young adults.
The model is inherently focused on building local
community, and last year in Chicago this meant 18 percent
of programming was done in partnership with other Jewish
organizations. This contributed to increased feelings of
both connection to the Chicago Jewish community and
belonging to a relatable Jewish community. Houses are only
one prong of MH’s three-pronged approach to community
building. It also facilitates ongoing Jewish training and
alumni engagement. MH Jewish Learning and Leadership
Retreats are multiday, immersive, interactive learning
experiences aimed at educating Jewish young adults in
ritual and program skills. Some are even led by peers
themselves. Moishe House Without Walls (MHWOW) is
the third pillar, committed to implementing programming
outside of the walls (get it?) of a Moishe House. MHWOW’s
young adults build Jewish community wherever they are
by planning and hosting creative experiences for friends
and peers. MH is constantly incubating new projects,
including the Open Dor Project, which gives spiritual startup leaders the resources they need to succeed. With all of
this support, what’s most important is that MH provides
participants with the freedom (and funding) to be the
drivers of their own Jewish experience because along with
being Jewish, it wants to help participants do Jewish.

S M L

Empowering Jewish
twentysomethings to
creatively redefine Jewish
life for their generation
through a peer-led
model of connection
and engagement
contact
Larry Gast
larry@moishehouse.org
855-598-5509
website
moishehouse.org
twitter
@moishehouse
facebook
facebook.com/moishehouse.org
instagram
@moishehouse
founded
2006
board chair
Jim Heeger
2017 expenses
$10,423,210
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S M L

Moving Traditions

Emboldening teens to
thrive by fostering selfdiscovery, challenging
sexism, and inspiring
meaning and connection
in Jewish life

Moving Traditions knows what it’s like to be a teen.
Remember all of the social and personal challenges:
sexuality, gender roles, relationships with parents,
depression, anxiety, and more. This organization is a
leader in helping Jewish teens address these challenges
within safe, Jewish communal spaces, so that they
can thrive—growing up confident and compassionate,
and finding meaning and connection in Jewish life. It
trains Jewish educators to draw on ancient Jewish
wisdom and the latest in adolescent psychosocial
development to help teens explore their identities and
ethics, communicate face-to-face, and build healthy
relationships. To make sure it reaches teens wherever they
are (even in the summer), Moving Traditions partners with
congregations, camps, and other Jewish institutions to
train staff and professionals, including 14 organizations
in the Chicago area. Moving Traditions emboldens teens
by fostering self-discovery, challenging sexism, and
inspiring a commitment to Jewish life and learning.

contact
Lisa Alter Krule
lalterkrule@movingtraditions.org
215-887-4511
website
movingtraditions.org
twitter
@mvingtraditions
facebook
facebook.com/movtraditions
instagram
@movingtraditions
founded
2005
board chair
Hope Suttin
2017 expenses
$3,071,623
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Teens who are connected to a “community of values,” with
adult mentors and supportive peers, are more likely to
flourish. For many teens Moving Traditions serves as this
community, and the organization is not afraid to broach the
difficult and awkward topics that come up at this life stage,
including consent, pleasure, and sexual objectification. For
eighth graders and older teens, Moving Traditions rebooted
its Rosh Hodesh (for girls) and Shevet Achim (for boys)
curricula and expanded programming to start earlier, at the
critical transition from tween to teen. It’s piloting a b’nai
mitzvah program at eight congregations, using Jewish
wisdom to help families explore what it means to become
a teen—as well as to parent one—and training 17 clergy
and educators in how to facilitate this program themselves.
Moving Traditions is guiding Jewish teens on the pathway
to adulthood, helping them to make lifelong connections
to Judaism and its many traditions through self-discovery,
mentorship, and positive peer-to-peer relationships, and
that’s a tradition that should continue for years to come.

OneTable

OneTable invites people to slow down, unplug, join together,
and find connection and community. The organization
inspires people in their 20s and 30s to create their own
Shabbat dinner experiences where strangers become
mishpachah. Even if you’re the kind of person who keeps
bubkes in your pantry, thanks to OneTable you can host a
fabulous Friday night celebration. It offers “nourishment”
in the form of online gift cards and offers support through
Hub Managers and Shabbat Coaches to fill in gaps in
Jewish and hospitality knowledge. And, yes, there’s even
a Shabbat hotline for help. After empowering almost
56,000 millennials to build communities and welcome
their peers with Shabbat, these coaches are experts.
Why promote Friday night noshing? OneTable believes in
the power of Shabbat rituals. The dinner table is a great
place for adults in their 20s and 30s to connect, schmooze,
and engage in traditions. Shabbat dinner by its nature is
a personalized Jewish space, a chance to slow down and
enjoy time together in whatever way works for you. Chicago
is one of OneTable’s seven hubs, and since 2015, the city
has hosted more than 1,000 Shabbat dinners. Some of
these are small, 5- to 15-person, home-based meals; and
some are the product of large-scale partnerships, like the
upcoming dinner series run together with the Jewish United
Fund of Metropolitan Chicago’s Young Leadership Division
Pride Committee to better serve the LGBTQ Chicago
Jewish community. The OneTable iOS app makes it easy for
Shabbat seekers to find their way to these dinners. Hosts
post their dinner with information about time, location,
cost, capacity, and availability. The app connects users to
dinners in more than 90 cities so even if you’re traveling,
it’s easy to join a dinner wherever you land. OneTable
also hosts gastro-centric Jewish learning events called
Nosh:pitalities, which teach skills like pickling and hummus
making. In a time when it’s hard to slow down and connect,
OneTable provides a meaningful setting to join together,
reflect, and celebrate the end of the week with intention.
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Leveraging technology to
build Jewish community
and facilitating the
creation of individualized
Shabbat dinner practice
contact
Marissa Freeman
marissa@onetable.org
646-887-3894
website
onetable.org
twitter
@onetableshabbat
facebook
facebook.com/onetableshabbat
snapchat
@onetableshabbat
instagram
@onetableshabbat
founded
2014
board chairs
Terry Kassel, Sara Bloom
2017 expenses
$4,215,673
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Orot: Center for
New Jewish Learning

S M L

Providing innovative
Jewish learning
experiences to open
up Jewish tradition to
people from a variety
of backgrounds
contact
Rebecca Minkus-Lieberman
orotchicago@gmail.com
773-657-5171
website
orotcenter.org
facebook
facebook.com/orotchicago
instagram
@orotchicago
founded
2014
board chair
David Bardach
2017 expenses
$138,000
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With the belief that there is no single path toward Torah,
Orot: Center for New Jewish Learning opens up a
variety of portals to Jewish wisdom through meditation,
music, art, writing, and yoga. Its classes, programs,
training, and retreats provide opportunities for cultivating
transformative habits of body, heart, and mind that lead
to greater life wisdom, meaning, and compassion. Orot
was born from a need for the Chicago area to have a
progressive center for reflective, integrated learning
that brought Jewish wisdom into people’s lives through
various disciplines. It opened in 2014 with a day of
learning to prepare for the High Holidays and expanded
to offer weekly classes that integrate text with art, poetry,
and reflective practices, weekly Jewish mindfulness
meditation sits, and immersive Sunday learning events.
Americans are increasingly seeking out secular mind-andbody practices to satisfy their spiritual needs (see: everyone
you know enrolled in a yoga class). Orot incorporates
multiple modalities and approaches that provide everyone
with the opportunity to bring those passions and interests
with them when they engage Jewishly, without having to
choose. At Orot, every class and program is unique. There
are no boilerplate lessons or repeat programs. Participants
can expect weekly ongoing class in Torah study, Hasidic
texts, and Jewish mindfulness meditation, and one-off
classes such as a Purim yoga workshop, a song workshop
for Passover, and an Artists’ Beit Midrash workshop about
the spirituality of color. Orot’s weekly high school program
incorporates rigorous text study with reflective practices, the
arts, and a social-emotional curriculum to support Jewish
teenagers as they construct their own Jewish identities
and manage the stresses of modern living—including
meditation as a part of the practice. Orot’s pluralistic and
nondenominational nature has fueled its growth. Now, in its
fifth year, it’s expanded programming, developed a learning
series for women, increased its mindfulness offerings,
and created a training initiative with local Jewish social
services agencies. Orot’s emphasis on the personalized
quest to compose one’s Jewish identity stands at the
center of its approach, and it’s an approach that is guiding
Chicago-area Jews to feel centered in their Judaism.

PJ Library

S M L

PJ Library is the brainchild of a philanthropist who was
inspired by Dolly Parton to start a free-books project
for Jewish children. (So in a roundabout way, we have
a country music star to thank for the distribution of free
Jewish children’s literature.) Each month the organization
sends families with children ages 6 months to 11 years
old high-quality Jewish children’s books that deepen
and enrich their identities. Parents can use the books to
promote family conversations and share Jewish stories,
traditions, and values with their children. PJ Library’s
stories connect children to history, education, experiences,
and relationships, supporting individual connections
to Jewish life, inspiring families to engage in the local
community in their own way. Piloted in 2005 with an original
distribution of 200 books in western Massachusetts,
PJ Library now sends more than 180,000 books each
month across North America, including to 7,800 families
in Chicago. It has recently added a new medium to its
offerings—music. PJ Library Radio, home of Jewish family
music, streams online and through a smartphone app.

Providing high-quality
Jewish children’s books
that deepen and enrich
the Jewish identities of
families raising Jewish
children, promoting
family conversations,
and inspiring families to
engage in meaningful
Jewish social,
educational, and
communal experiences

In Chicago, PJ Library is a partnership with the Jewish
United Fund of Metropolitan Chicago, allowing PJ Library
to reach participants during a critical window, as their
journeys as families are just beginning. Its reach is large:
PJ books are estimated to be in the homes of 52 percent
of all Jewish families in Chicago. PJ Library doesn’t have
an agenda and instead provides a do-it-yourself option for
parents seeking to add Jewish content and knowledge to
their homes. In 2016, it launched a new grant track called
PJ Library Get Together, which provides microgrants to
parents to host Jewish PJ Library–inspired experiences
for their friends and other families who live nearby. This
past year, nearly 3,000 families across 33 communities
participated in parent-driven engagement experiences
that reached more than 9,300 people. PJ Library has
created a “novel” way to get families to connect Jewishly
and learn more about their culture right at home.

twitter
@pjlibrary

contact
Rachel Rapoport
pjlibrary@juf.org
413-276-0716
website
pjlibrary.org

facebook
facebook.com/pjlibrary
instagram
@pjlibrary
founded
2005
board chair
Harold Grinspoon
2017 expenses
$24,189,022
project of
Jewish United Fund
of Metropolitan Chicago
parent org founded
1900
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Reboot

S M L

Reinvigorating Jewish
traditions by producing
events, exhibitions, digital
tools and platforms,
books, recordings, films,
and more to reimagine
Jewish lives full of
meaning, creativity,
and joy
contact
David Katznelson
david@rebooters.net
415-839-7542
website
rebooters.net
twitter
@reboot
facebook
facebook.com/rebooters
instagram
@rebootjewish
founded
2001
board chair
Kay Sarlin Wright
2017 expenses
$2,407,986
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For the kinds of Jews who describe their Jewish ties as
Jew-ish, Reboot may be the answer to the missing cultural
connection. Reboot reinvigorates traditions by producing
events, exhibitions, digital tools and platforms, books,
recordings, films, and more to reimagine Jewish lives
full of meaning, creativity, and joy. Its programs are far
reaching, creative, and accessible to engage people found
even on the furthest margins of Jewish life. “Rebooters,”
as community members are called, ask themselves: Who
am I? What have I inherited? What, if anything, do I want
to do about it? These questions and the inspiration that
come from them guide Reboot’s approach to engagement
and help it attract Jews with high-quality, low-barrier
cultural opportunities to build authentic relationships,
experiences, and community. Reboot affirms the value of
Jewish traditions and creates new ways (really fun ones)
for individuals and communities to make them their own.
Reboot’s vibe is unique, experiential, and DIY. In 2016,
Reboot piloted a national expansion plan and now
introduces, produces, and implements programming
in Chicago. Reboot has 35 existing community partner
organizations in Chicago. (Yes, they have friends in chai
places.) Reboot has been working to expand these local
partnerships to create signature events. It partnered with
Mishkan Chicago for its National Day of Unplugging—a
digital detox influenced by and celebrating a “Shabbat”
from electronics. Its 10Q High Holiday program—a digital
reflection during the 10 days between Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur—engaged participants through four
events held by Chabad of Lakeview, Center for Jewish
Genetics and Israeli House Chicago, and Makom. Its
reBar project inspired Congregation Rodfei Zedek
to hold a redo b’nai mitzvah party, and it’s gathered
around tables with Slingshot and OneTable for Intimate
Supper Club events. Next to hit the Windy City? Death
Over Dinner: Jewish Edition, a facilitated dinner table
conversation about death and people’s relationship to
end-of-life questions. Reboot’s collaboration, outreach,
and vast (and growing) connections in the Chicago
community are helping it to kick-start new ideas and
reboot old traditions across the Jewish community.

SVARA

SVARA is a traditionally radical yeshiva based in Chicago
that makes the spiritual, moral, and intellectual technology
of Talmud study accessible and available to all Jews.
Many of SVARA’s learners were previously alienated from
Jewish life. Through SVARA’s accessible but rigorous
approach to Talmud study, unique pedagogy, and
intensely diverse beit midrash, it has become a player in
the Jewish future. Rather than reserve the smartest, most
demanding Jewish learning experiences for the
1 percent who have traditionally gone to yeshiva (that is:
male, straight, religiously observant, belonging to a certain
community, believing in God and Torah in a certain way,
and possessing a strong Hebrew and Jewish background),
SVARA has developed a methodology that makes
serious and substantive Jewish learning accessible and
available to the other 99 percent (that is: everyone else).
SVARA began as a groundbreaking yeshiva for LGBTQ
people with an atmosphere that’s queer normative,
centering the experience of those on the margins and
welcoming insiders, rather than being heteronormative
and “welcoming” outsiders. (Radical.) SVARA uses the
language of “queer” to describe its lens, its methodology,
and its diverse student body, who are marginal to the
mainstream in many ways—including sexual orientation,
gender expression, disability status, politics, lack of
Jewish knowledge, being a convert, nonwhite, and in
an interfaith relationship. The S&M Bet Midrash (run
together with Mishkan Chicago) brings in students of
all backgrounds to participate in intimate, mixed-level
learning with an emphasis on co-learning between
teacher and student; Queer Talmud Camp is an annual
five-day camp and summer retreat, with winter (camp)
coming in 2019. During last summer’s camp, SVARA
piloted a Radical Educators Track to begin equipping
teachers, rabbis, and rabbinic and education students
to bring SVARA-style learning to their own teaching
practice. SVARA envisions a future in which bet midrash–
centered Jewish communities, anchored by SVARA
branches, will thrive in every city, every neighborhood,
and on every college campus, eventually spreading
Talmud study beyond the increasingly porous walls
of the Jewish community as this diverse community
continues to be a strong player in the Jewish future.
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A traditionally radical
yeshiva based in
Chicago that attracts the
brightest, boldest, and
most courageous learners
to become players in the
Jewish future
contact
Rabbi Benay Lappe
benay@svara.org
847-644-1889
website
svara.org
facebook
facebook.com/svarayeshiva
instagram
@svarayeshiva
founded
2004
board chair
Rabbi Becky Silverstein
2017 expenses
$600,000
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Synagogue Community
Partnership

S M L

Working shoulder
to shoulder with
congregations to provide
easily accessible,
welcoming support and
services in the places
where Jewish individuals
and families work, live,
learn, and worship
contact
Ann Luban
annluban@jcfs.org
847-745-5420
website
jcfs.org
twitter
@jcfschicago
facebook
facebook.com/jcfschicago
founded
2015
board chair
Milton Zimmerman
2017 expenses
$112,205
project of
Jewish Child & Family Services
(JCFS)
parent org founded
1896
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Synagogue Community Partnership (SCP) works with
Chicago-area congregations to provide easily accessible,
welcoming support and services in the places where
Jewish individuals and families work, live, learn, and
worship. A project of Jewish Child & Family Services
of Chicago (JCFS), SCP partners with synagogues and
addresses the social services and mental health needs
of the Jewish community where its members already
gather. JCFS partners with seven synagogues across the
denominational spectrum in three distinct geographic areas:
Chicago’s Lakeview neighborhood, the western suburb
of Oak Park, and the far western suburb of Lombard.
SCP embeds trained JCFS liasons who work with clergy
and professional staff to assess congregants and connect
them to appropriate services. They become a local, familiar
presence, which makes it easier for them to build intimate
relationships and trust with the community and bring in
what the community needs. Liaisons have established
counseling outposts, where JCFS clinicians provide shortor long-term counseling in synagogues, and a monthly
free consumer assistance outpost to serve all older adults
in the area. They also brought SHALVA, Chicago’s Jewish
domestic violence agency, to present for congregants at
two synagogues. Liaisons bring clergy together within
each geographic area to collaborate on programming, like
the Safer Synagogues weekend, which was cosponsored
by five congregations from across the denominational
spectrum in Chicago’s Lakeview neighborhood. SCP also
convenes regular meetings among rabbis from partnering
congregations, creating inter-synagogue collaboration and
ensuring that SCP not only serves individual synagogues
and their members but also meets the needs of entire
neighborhoods. In 2017, liaisons provided over 175 hours
of consultation to clergy and synagogue staff, worked
directly with 112 congregants, and brought in programs that
served more than 550 participants. Those numbers can’t
measure the immense difference in the lives of those who
have been affected by SCP, which is bringing help to those
who need it in a place where they feel safe accepting it.

Ta’am Yisrael:
A Taste of Israel

Ta’am Yisrael: A Taste of Israel—the eighth-grade
educational trip for Chicagoland public school students
with either supplementary school or no formal Jewish
education—is cooler than most middle school field trips.
The program is designed to give students a meaningful
taste of the land and their heritage through a weeklong
“hands-on” experience in Israel that goes beyond a one-off
experience. The kinesthetic model has a bigger goal: It
begins a process of engagement and relationship with the
Jewish community, at home and in Israel. Ta’am Yisrael sees
the first year after b’nai mitzvah as a small window to retain
any Jews wandering away from Jewish communal life.
Experiencing Israel with peers and friends (instead of with
family and parents) opens teenagers’ hearts and minds
to absorb the experience in an entirely unique way, which
Ta’am Yisrael believes leads to a long-term impact on
their Jewish identity. Ta’am Yisrael recruits trip staff from
local youth programs, summer camps, and other Jewish
educational institutions to help as wranglers and role
models. They’re trained to develop strong relationships
with attendees to involve them in Jewish education and
communal programming after the trip. Ta’am Yisrael is
careful to ensure that the trip is developmentally appropriate
for eighth graders, is purely educational, and does not
engage in advocacy of any one position or theology. The trip
also boasts a significant mifgash experience with Israelis,
including Israeli Arabs, and participants also spend time
with peers from Chicago’s partnership city of Kiryat Gat.
In Chicago, the Ta’am Yisrael trip is now seen as a Jewish
life-stage experience for adolescents just as Birthright
has become for college students and young adults. The
organization’s research has shown an increase in likelihood
of trip participants choosing Jewish extracurricular activities
in high school, serving in their local synagogue school,
working as a junior counselor at a Jewish summer day
camp, or studying Hebrew in high school. By sending kids
across the world, Ta’am Yisrael has created stronger Jewish
youth communities in Chicago and helped young Jews feel
at home both in Israel and in their local Jewish communities.
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An educational trip
experience in Israel
designed for public
school participants to
give them a meaningful,
intense, emotional, and
focused taste of Israel
and their heritage
contact
Richard Moline
taamyisrael@cfje.org
312-673-3485
website
taamyisrael.org
twitter
@taamyisrael
facebook
facebook.com/taamyisrael
instagram
@taamyisrael
founded
1999
board chair
Marc Roth
2017 expenses
$1,332,500
project of
Jewish United Fund
of Metropolitan Chicago
parent org founded
1900
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Other Information

What is Slingshot?
The core of the idea that became Slingshot
developed organically following a 2003 weekend
retreat for a dozen young Jews who were preparing
to become involved in their families’ philanthropic
efforts. Participants wanted to learn how to navigate
the alphabet soup of the Jewish community and sort
out which organizations resonated with themselves
and their peers. Slingshot: A Resource Guide to
Jewish Innovation was launched shortly after as
a Zagat-style guidebook to highlight the most
innovative nonprofits in North America each year.
slingshotfund.org

Grand Street
The idea for Slingshot and the Slingshot Fund has
evolved through the Grand Street network. Grand
Street is a meeting place for young Jews (18 to
28 years old) who are involved or will be involved
as leaders in their families’ philanthropic efforts.
Beginning in 2002 with 12 people meeting for a
weekend to ask their own questions, Grand Street
seeks to develop a Jewish philanthropic analysis
and capacity for strategic thinking, as well as to
create a space where members can pursue personal
development and build a network of peers in
similar positions of philanthropic responsibility. A
new cohort of 12 individuals is added each year.
Some participants are in college or have recently
graduated, some have already assumed roles within
their families’ foundations, and many others are just
becoming aware of those imminent responsibilities.
All feel alone in being young and associated with
philanthropic wealth. Many struggle with allocating,
or planning to allocate, money while also seeking
to reconcile their personal passions with their
families’ interests, both Jewish and universal.
2164.net/we-offer/convening

Glossary

Unless otherwise noted, definitions were sourced from
MyJewishLearning.org.
Ashkenazi (noun) AHSH-ken-AH-zee
Jews of central and eastern European origin
Bar/bat mitzvah (noun) bar/bat mitz-vah
Jewish rite of passage, male and female, respectively,
when a person is obligated to perform the Jewish
mitzvot. Often observed by a ceremony marking the first
performance of mitzvot, such as being called up to the
Torah to say the blessings. Observed at age 13 for males
and 12 for females. The term can refer to the person or the
ceremony itself.
Bimah (noun) BEE-muh
Means “stage,” this is the raised platform in a synagogue
from which services are led and the Torah is read.
B’nai mitzvah (noun) bi-NAY mitz-vah
Plural form of bar mitzvah
Bubbe (noun) buh-BEE
Grandmother
Bubkes (noun) bub-kes
Nothing
Cantor (noun) kan-ter
The person who chants worship services in the synagogue
Chai (noun) CH-i
The Hebrew word for life; often linked to the number 18
Chanukkah (noun) KHAH-nuh-kah
An eight day festival commemorating the Maccabbees
victory over the Greek and subsequent rededication of
the temple. Falls in Hebrew month of Kislev, which usually
corresponds with December.
Chutzpah (noun) hoots-pah
Arrogance, impudence, gall or audacity
D’var Torah (noun) di-var To-rah
A speech about a Torah portion
Divrei Torah (noun) di-very To-rah
Plural form of D’var Torah
Havruta (noun) khahv-ROOT-uh
A study partner for learning Jewish texts; the word also
refers to the traditional practice of studying Jewish texts in
pairs, which is considered preferable to reading them alone.
Ketubah (noun) kuh-TOO-buh
The Jewish wedding contract
Latinx (noun) la-tee-neks
A gender neutral term often used in lieu of Latino or Latina,
referencing Latin American cultural or racial identity
Mensch (noun) men-sh
A Yiddish word for a decent human being
Meshuga (adjective) me-shu-ga
Crazy, foolish1
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Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary

Mezuzah (noun) muh-ZOO-zuh
A small box placed on the right doorpost of Jewish
homes. It contains a parchment scroll with verses from
the Torah inscribed on it, including the Shema prayer.
Mifgash (noun) mif-gash
An encounter program, where visitors to Israel have the
opportunity to befriend Israelis their own age
Mikveh/Mikvah/Mikvaot (noun) MICK-vuh or mick-VAH
or mick-VAH-ot
Jewish ritual bath, traditionally used in observance
of family purity laws, before a wedding, or during a
conversion but is now often used to mark a change in
status or a transition.
Mishkan (noun) mesh-kahn
The tabernacle, first mentioned in the Torah in Exodus
25, was the portable sanctuary that the Israelites carried
with them in the wilderness.
Mishpachah/mishpucha (noun) mish-pa-chah
A Jewish family or social unit including close and distant
relatives2
Mitzvah (noun) mitz-vah
Means a commandment. Mitzvot (plural) are the rules that
guide every aspect of how one should lead a Jewish life.
Mizrahi (noun) meez-RAH-khee
Jews of Middle Eastern descent
Niddah (noun) nee-DAH or NEE-duh
Family purity laws governing the separation of husband
and wife during and for 10 days following the woman’s
menstruation
Passover/Pesach (noun) pass-over/pay-sochk
One of the three major pilgrimage festivals of ancient
Israel. It is a commemoration of the Exodus from
Egypt—especially the night when God “passed over”
the houses of the Israelites during the 10th plague—and
of the following day, when the Israelites had to leave
Egypt hurriedly. Centered on the family or communal
celebration of the seder (ritual meal).
Purim (noun) purr-EEM
Joyous holiday that recounts the saving of the Jews from
a threatened massacre during the Persian period
Rabba or rabbi (noun) rah-bah/ra-buy
A teacher of Judaism—female and male, respectively
Rosh Hodesh/Rosh Chodesh (noun) rowsh ho-desh
Means “head of the month”—is the minor holiday that
marks the beginning of every Hebrew month.
Rosh Hashanah (noun) rowsh ha-sha-nah
The Jewish new year
Schlep (verb) sh-lep
To carry or travel with difficulty.
Schmooze (verb) sh-mooz
Chat, make small talk, converse about nothing in
particular
Seder (noun) say-der
Ritual meal that takes place during Passover
2

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary

Sephardi (noun) see-FAR-dee
Jews of Iberia and the Spanish diaspora
Shabbat (noun) shuh-BAHT or shah-BAHT
The Jewish Sabbath, from sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday
Shabbaton (noun) shah-BAHT-tone
In English-speaking countries, the term shabbaton
is often employed to mean an event or program of
education, and usually celebration, that is held on a
Shabbat.3
Shiva (noun) SHI-vuh
Seven days of mourning after a funeral, when the
mourner stays at home and observes various rituals.
Shomrim (noun) show-mreem
Means watchers or guards.
Simchat Torah (noun) sim-KHAT to-rah
Celebration dedicated to both completing the yearly
cycle of public Torah reading and starting it again
Sukkot (noun) soo-KOOT
The Festival of Tabernacles and the Feast of Booths. It
is one of Judaism’s three central pilgrimage festivals,
along with Passover and Shavuot.
Talmud (noun) TALL-mud
The set of teachings and commentaries on the Torah
that form the basis for Jewish law
Tanakh (noun) Ta-nack
The Hebrew Bible
Tikkun Olam (noun) tee-KOON oh-LAHM
Means “repair of the world,” used for a range of
social-justice efforts.
Torah (noun) to-rah
“Torah” can refer to all of traditional Jewish learning,
but “the Torah” usually refers to the written Torah,
also known as the Chumash (the five volumes, or
Pentateuch), sometimes referred to as the Five Books
of Moses.
Tu B’shvat (noun) too bish-VAHT
Literally “the 15th of Shevat,” the Jewish month that
usually falls in January or February, this is a holiday
celebrating the “new year of the trees.”
Tzedakah (noun) tze-da-kah
Means “righteous behavior” and is often paired
with “justice.” In Jewish thought and tradition,
material support for those in need is not a matter of
“charity”—a term that implies generosity beyond what
may be expected—but a requirement.
Yeshiva (noun) yeh-she-vah
Study institution
Yom Kippur (noun) yom key-per
This is the day at the conclusion of which, according
to tradition, God seals the Books of Life and Death
for the coming year. The day is devoted to communal
repentance for sins committed over the course of the
previous year.
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The Jack and Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund is the result of
an organizational evolution of the Jack Miller family’s
philanthropy. He believes it is his responsibility to
preserve, add to, and pass on to future generations
those benefits and opportunities. Our mission is to use
our resources to support entities and initiatives that
adhere to Jack Miller’s core beliefs, while binding the
members of Jack Miller’s family together through a
common charitable endeavor.
Please visit gojmff.org to learn more.

Crown Family Philanthropies (CFP) combines high family
engagement with a focus on strategic approaches to
meaningful social issues. Program areas include Jewish
communal life, poverty and medical science in Israel,
arts and culture, civic affairs, education, environment,
health, and human services.
Please visit crownmemorial.org to learn more.
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